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The rapid development in telecommunication networks is producing a huge amount of information 
regarding how people (with their mobile devices) move and behave over space and time. While GPS 
data, typically collected by smartphone apps, are restricted to rather small samples of the 
population, mobile phone network data, routinely collected by mobile network operators, 
potentially allow to analyze travel behaviors and social interaction of the whole population, with full 
temporal (i.e. longitudinal) coverage at a comparatively low cost. Therefore, recent years have seen 
an increasing interest in using such data for human mobility studies. However, due to their noisy and 
temporally infrequent/irregular nature, extracting mobility information such as transport modes 
from these data is particularly challenging. This paper provides an in-depth, systematic review of 
transport mode detection based on mobile phone network data. The results of the review show that 
existing studies tend to identify easy-to-detect modes (e.g., train or metro), or aggregate fine-
grained modes into more general groups (e.g., public versus private transport). Rule-based methods 
making use of geographic data were often developed. More importantly, due to the lack of ground 
truth data, evaluation of the proposed methods was seldom done and reported. Finally, we identify 
a list of research gaps currently being faced in this field, particularly regarding robust and real-time 
data cleaning and mode detection methods, “benchmark” datasets, and metrics allowing the 
comparison of different mode detection methods, as well as privacy and bias issues. 
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1. Introduction 
Understanding travel behaviors, travel demands, and the impact of transportation infrastructure has 
on people is central to transportation science. A widely used method to collect this type of data is 
through travel surveys or diaries, where users report why and how they travel to their destinations 
(Prelipcean et al., 2017). Traditionally, this was done via face-to-face interviews, mail-out/mail-back 
with paper diaries, phone interviews, and Web forms (Shen and Stopher, 2014; Wu et al., 2016). 
These traditional approaches often lead to issues such as high respondent burden, significant 
implementation costs, poor data quality (e.g., low accuracy, lack of detail, under-reporting of trips) 
(Bricka and Bhat, 2006), and low response rates (Ogle et al., 2005). A key advantage of travel surveys 
is that they allow to probe on population mobility patterns, together with rich sociodemographic 
information, which also make them still one of the most reliable tools for transportation research. 
To overcome the issues of traditional travel surveys, transportation science has been trying to 
develop methods for automatically collecting travel diaries, and deriving important trip attributes 
such as start/end (where/when) of the trip, trip purposes, and travel modes.  
 
The Global Positioning System (GPS), which provides accurate, time-stamped location data, is one of 
the most significant technologies to overcome the issues of traditional travel surveys since the late 
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1990s and early 2000s (Schönfelder et al., 2002; Wolf, 2000). Dedicated GPS loggers and more 
recently smartphones are used for GPS-based travel surveys. In recent years, a number of methods 
for processing GPS data have been developed to extract important trip characteristics for 
transportation research. Among others, many of the studies concentrated on inferring travel modes 
from GPS data, e.g., using rule-based methods, fuzzy logic, and machine learning (e.g., random 
forest, neural network) (Bantis and Haworth, 2017; Bohte and Maat, 2009; Dabiri and Heaslip, 2018; 
Prelipcean et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2016). GPS-based data collection methods present obvious 
advantages over traditional methods, as they require reduced effort of the respondents, provide 
greater spatial and temporal precision and detail, reduce labor and time costs of the researcher, and 
potentially allow longitudinal data collection over multiple days or even longer periods (particularly 
when GPS loggers are used) (Wu et al., 2016). However, GPS-based travel surveys require 
participants to carry a dedicated GPS logger or actively enable GPS tracking on their smartphone, 
which limits the scale and duration of this type of survey. Forgetting to take the GPS logger along or 
enable GPS tracking on smartphones will also result in incomplete data collection. Meanwhile, 
transferring data from smartphones or loggers to data centers is often needed, and might incur high 
Internet communication cost or require joint effort of researchers and respondents (they need to 
meet for the data transfer).  
 
In addition to GPS data, recent research has also started exploring the use of other smartphone 
sensors for transport mode detection, such as Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors like 
accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes. For example, Feng and Timmermans (2013) 
investigated the benefits of combining GPS and accelerometer data for transport mode detection. 
Eftekhari and Ghatee (2016) developed methods to detect transport modes purely based on data 
from IMU sensors available on smartphones. However, these approaches often require users 
installing a special mobile application on their smartphone to collect the sensor data, which 
significantly limits the scale of this type of studies.  
 
Other attempts to improve travel surveys in recent years saw the incorporation of data from 
automated fare collection systems, online geo-social media data, and particularly mobile 
telecommunication network data. The latter, such as call detail records (CDRs), handovers, and 
signaling data (Calabrese et al., 2014; Rojas et al., 2016), are often recorded automatically by 
telecommunication network operators for billing, management, and maintenance purposes, and 
therefore require no effort from the end users (they are not even aware the data are being 
recorded). These data often contain location information of cell phones, estimated by the cellular 
towers. According to International Telecommunication Union, the world coverage of mobile phone 
subscriptions has raised from 33.9% of the world population in 2005 to 103.5% in 2017 – 7.7 billion 
subscribers – corresponding to a penetration of 127.3% in developed countries and 98.7% in 
developing countries1. Meanwhile, mobile phones are becoming one of the necessaries in our daily 
life, and people very likely carry their phones the whole day. Therefore, these kinds of mobile phone 
network data potentially allow us to analyze travel behaviors of the whole population, with full 
temporal coverage at a comparatively low cost. However, these data tend to have lower spatial 
accuracy than GPS data, and are recorded infrequently and irregularly. Therefore, extracting mobility 
information such as transport modes from these data is particularly challenging, and requires proper 
processing methods.  
 
The aims of this study are to provide an in-depth, state-of-the-art review on transport mode 
detection using mobile phone network data, assess existing data processing methods to show the 
advantages and disadvantages of each of them, and understand the research directions that need to 
be pursued. The methodology of a systematic review is employed, which has been used by many 




scientific disciplines (e.g., medicine and biology, social sciences, computer science) to minimize bias 
and ensure reproducibility of review studies (Budgen and Brereton, 2006; Moher et al., 2009; 
Petticrew and Roberts, 2006). We particularly focus on transport mode detection, mainly due to the 
following two reasons: 1) Understanding the modes of transport people take is key to travel 
behavior studies; 2) The process of transport mode detection often involves cleaning, segmentation, 
and inference, which are common to many mobility and urban planning applications that use mobile 
network data. Several recent review papers exist on the analysis of mobile phone network data, but 
they rather aim to provide an overview of the broad spectrum of their applications, including social 
network analysis, mobility analysis, event detection, and urban planning (Blondel et al., 2015; 
Calabrese et al., 2014; Naboulsi et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018; Yuan and Raubal, 2016). Compared 
to these review papers, this systematic review paper focuses exclusively on transport mode 
detection using mobile phone network data. Particularly, we aim to answer the following questions: 
1) Data: What kinds of mobile phone network data have been used for transport mode 
detection? What are the characteristics of these data?  
2) Pre-processing: What are the existing pre-processing methods in transport mode detection 
based on mobile phone network data, particularly regarding noise removal and trip 
identification? What are their strengths and weaknesses? 
3) Mode detection: What methods have been developed for transport mode detection? What 
are their strengths and weaknesses? What are the features mostly employed? To what 
extent are the mode detection methods evaluated?  
4) Research gaps: What are the research gaps in transport mode detection using mobile phone 
network data? 
 
It is important to note that similar terms have been also used in the literature to denote mobile 
phone network data, such as “mobile positioning data” (Ahas et al., 2010), “mobile phone data” 
(Steenbruggen et al., 2013; Wang and Chen, 2018), and “mobile network data” (Oliver et al., 2015). 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses characteristics of 
mobile phone network data. Section 3 then introduces the systematic review process. Results of the 
review study are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the results, and answers the above 
questions. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize the findings, and suggest future research directions.  
 
2. Mobile Phone Network Data 
A typical cellular network consists of base transceiver stations (BTSs)2, known as base stations or cell 
towers, each of which consists of one or more antennas and other equipment that facilitate wireless 
communication between a network and a mobile device (e.g., cellphones). Each BTS covers a 
defined area, known as a cell, which is the smallest spatial entity in the cellular network. A BTS is 
under control of a base station controller (BSC), which manages a set of BTSs, and is responsible for 
radio network management, call setup and handovers between its owning BTSs during call or data 
connection (e.g., when a user moves from one cell to another during a call). A BSC covers the cells of 
its owning BTSs, which together form a location area (LA)3. BSCs are grouped and controlled by 
Mobile Switching Centers (MSCs), which set up and release end-to-end connection (e.g., between 
mobile users, or from mobile users to other networks (e.g. telephone networks, other mobile 
networks, or internet networks)). They also handle mobility and hand-over requirements during the 
call or data connection, and take care of charging. An MSC often contains a visitor location register 
                                                        
2 The term BTS, introduced originally in 2G networks (e.g., GSM), evolved with the development of next 
generations of mobile networks. Similar terms, such as Node B in 3G networks, or eNB (evolved Node B) in 4G 
networks, exist. However, this paper uses BTS as a generic term, implying all these similar terms.  
3 Similarly, the term LA was introduced originally for 2G networks. 3G and 4G networks have similar terms, 
such as routing area and tracking area. This paper again uses LA to collectively denote these similar terms.  
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(VLR), which is a database recording the exact location of all mobile subscribers currently present in 
the service area of the MSC. See Figure 1 (left) for an illustrative example of a mobile phone network. 
 
To assure the quality of communication services, cellular networks are constantly and frequently 
determining the location of mobile phones, even if they are simply on standby. The phone’s location 
is often calculated by determining the location of the BTS it connects to. Therefore, the spatial 
accuracy depends on the distribution of the BTSs (or cell towers), and varies significantly. Two 
different groups of location data are recorded in mobile networks (Calabrese et al., 2014; Oliver et 
al., 2015): event-driven, and network-driven mobile phone network data. 
 
 
Figure 1 Mobile phone network structure (left), and network events captured in network-driven data 
(right). 
 
Event-driven mobile phone network data 
This group of data is recorded when the phone actively uses a service, e.g., call, short message 
service (SMS), or Internet access. The data are mainly for billing purposes. There are two types of 
data in this group: 
1) Call Detail Records (CDRs): A CDR contains the details of a phone call or SMS passed through 
a phone. Its content is not necessarily standardized, and can vary between different mobile 
network providers. In general, a CDR typically consists of the encrypted originating and 
destination phone numbers, a timestamp, the duration (for calls), the communication type 
(call or SMS), ID of the BTS/cell the originating phone connects to, and sometimes the cell ID 
of the receiving phone.  
2) Internet Protocol Detail Records (IPDRs), also known as Internet access log: An IPDR contains 
details of internet usage. Again, its content is determined by mobile phone operators, but 
typically contains the encrypted ID of the mobile phone, timestamp, number of bytes 
transferred, information about the website visited, and ID of the BTS/cell the phone 
connects to.   
 
Network-driven mobile phone network data 
To ensure the quality of communication services, mobile phone networks need to monitor locations 
of their subscribers. Network-driven mobile phone data (aka signaling data or sightings data) store 
location updates of mobile phones, mostly triggered by the following types of network events 
(Figure 1, right):  
1) Switching the phone on and off: In this case, the BTS/cell where the phone was last 
connected is stored.   
2) Location area update (LAU): This occurs when a standby phone moves to a cell that belongs 
to anther LA.  
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3) Handovers: This happens when a user moves from one cell to another during a phone call or 
an Internet data session.  
4) Making or receiving calls or SMS, as well as accessing Internet services: In contrast to CDRs, 
these events only record the location of the phone and the timestamp, with no information 
about the receiving phone and its location. 
5) Periodic location update: If a phone is idle for a period of time (typically a few hours), i.e., 
none of the above events happen, a periodic location update request is issued to obtain the 
phone’s location.   
 
When comparing event-driven and network-driven mobile phone data, one can see that network-
driven data are often much denser, as information is captured for all users independently of their 
actual use of the phone. However, network-driven data cannot be used to study human social 
networks, as they do not contain information regarding the other side of the communication.  
 
Temporal and spatial granularity of mobile phone network data 
The frequency of the data depends on the type of the mobile phone network data (i.e., event-driven 
or network-driven), and is largely user dependent (Chen et al., 2016). For example, each voice call 
generates one CDR. However, the same call might lead to several network-driven data records if the 
phone moves along multiple cells during the call. Meanwhile, a user travelling longer distances (e.g., 
over multiple cells) regularly leaves much more records than those who do not. Another important 
issue to consider is that the data are not recorded at a regular manner. A study with CDRs showed 
an average inter-event time of 8.2 hours for 100,000 individuals over six months (González et al., 
2008). Using a network-driven dataset, Calabrese et al. (2011b) found an average inter-event time of 
260 minutes, and an arithmetic average of the medians of 84 minutes. Recently, with the increasing 
use of mobile Internet (e.g., via the apps installed on smartphones), the temporal resolution of 
network-driven data has increased significantly. For example, Chin Jiaqi (2018) found that the 
medians of the time intervals between consecutive data points are about 90 seconds in the network-
driven dataset used.   
 
Regarding spatial accuracy, these data are significantly less accurate than GPS data (Horn et al., 
2017). In most cases, the phone’s location is represented by the position of the cell tower to which 
the phone connects (Calabrese et al., 2014), using the Cell of Origin (CoO) method. Sometimes, 
other methods such as timing advance (TA) and lateration/triangulation are employed to improve 
location accuracy, using low level measurements such as received signal strength and transmission 
time of multiple cell towers in available range. However, most mobile network operators do not 
disclose the details of how the phone’s location is estimated, nor the spatial extents of each cell or 
LA (Widhalm et al., 2015). Previous studies showed that the spatial resolution ranges from the order 
of a few meters (Chen et al., 2016) to about 300 m (Calabrese et al., 2011b; Jiang et al., 2013) or 500 
m (Horn et al., 2017) in urban areas where the density of cell towers is much higher, to that of 
several kilometers (Horn et al., 2017; Widhalm et al., 2015) in rural and less heavily populated areas.  
 
In general, we can see that mobile phone network data (especially network-driven ones) are 
becoming more and more temporally frequent, and thus spatially accurate, mainly due to the increasing 
use of mobile Internet and the employment of more advanced positioning methods such as triangulation. 
However, the data quality is still not comparable to that of typical GPS data. Therefore, a fundamental 
question appears: Is transport mode detection from mobile phone network data even feasible? 
Considering that many studies have shown that it is still possible to achieve acceptable accuracy of 
transport mode detection using sparse GPS data (e.g., 2-minute time interval between points) (Bantis and 
Haworth, 2017; Bolbol et al., 2012), temporal frequency of mobile phone network data seems not to be 
an issue. Furthermore, the possibility of using auxiliary geographic data of the study area (e.g. stops and 
routes of public transport) seems to provide some good compensation of the low spatial accuracy of 
mobile phone network data, as shown in many existing studies with GPS data (Bantis and Haworth, 2017). 
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To conclude, transport mode detection using mobile phone network data (especially network-driven 
ones) seems to be feasible, even though it is a very challenging task.  
 
Summary 
Due to the ubiquity of mobile phones, mobile phone network data potentially allow us to analyze 
travel behaviors of the whole population, with full temporal coverage at a comparatively low cost. 
Compared to event-driven data (e.g., CDRs), network-driven data are much denser, while however 
not containing information about social interaction. In general, both event-driven and network-
driven mobile phone network data tend to have less spatial accuracy than GPS data, and are 
recorded infrequently and irregularly. These characteristics make transport mode detection based 
on mobile phone network data very challenging. In the following sections, we analyze the state-of-
the-art on this aspect, aiming to answer the questions outlined in Section 1. 
 
3. Methodology: Systematic review 
3.1 Search strategy 
As mentioned before, the systematic review approach has been often employed in many scientific 
disciplines to minimize bias and ensure reproducibility of review studies, thus providing reliable 
findings from which conclusions can be drawn (Budgen and Brereton, 2006; Moher et al., 2009; 
Petticrew and Roberts, 2006). Following the recommendations by the PRISMA (preferred reporting 
items for systematic reviews and meta-analysis) statement (Moher et al., 2009) and to ensure the 
reproducibility of the current research study, we describe the overall peer-review process in detail in 
the following. Specifically, three databases, Web of Science, Scopus, and TRID (Transport Research 
International Documentation), were searched using keywords contained in the title, abstract, and 
topic. There are two categories of search terms, and at least one term from each category must be 
matched: 1) mobile phone network data*, mobile phone networking data*, call detail record*, CDR, 
cellular network, cellular phone data*, floating phone data*, phone data*, signal* data*; 2) 
transport*, travel, mobility. We chose rather broad terms for the second category to make sure that 
we do not miss any relevant papers. The search was done in January 2018, and no starting date was 
set. Following that, metadata (i.e., authors, title, year, abstract, and source title) of each paper was 
collected.  
 
3.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
In order to make sure that each study included in the review is eligible, studies had to meet the 
following criteria: 1) written in English and published in peer-reviewed journals, conference 
proceedings, or books; 2) not a review paper;  3) related to the transport mode detection procedure; 
4) uses data recorded by mobile telecommunication network operators (excluding cellular signaling 
data collected by smartphones). 
 
 The main reasons why we excluded signaling data collected by smartphones are as follows: 
1) Mobile network data (e.g., GSM data) collected by smartphones actually are different from 
those collected by telecommunication operators, especially in terms of temporal frequency 
and spatial accuracy. For example, data collected by smartphones tend to have fixed 
intervals (e.g., every 10 minutes) and use the cell-of-origin (CoO) positioning method, while 
data collected by telecommunication operators are recorded infrequently and irregularly, 
and employ more positioning methods (e.g., lateration/triangulation) than CoO. In short, 
these two categories of data have very different temporal and spatial characteristics. 
2) We are interested in data that cover a high percentage of the whole population. Mobile 
network data collected by smartphones can only cover users who install a specialized mobile 
application on their smartphone to collect cellular signals, which limits the scale of this type of 
studies. In contrast, mobile network data collected by telecommunication operators cover all 
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the subscribers of the operators, which normally consist of a very high percentage of the 
whole population. 
 
After this eligibility check, 13 papers remained in the list. We then further checked the references 
cited by these 13 papers, and those that cited these papers after their publication using Google 
Scholar (https://scholar.google.com/). We applied the same eligibility check to these references and 
citations. 6 papers were further identified. For the previously published review papers, we examined 
their references, and added those missing but relevant papers to the paper list. This step was 
finished in May 2018. In total 22 papers matching all the criteria were included in this review. Figure 
2 shows the search and screening process. 
 
 
Figure 2. Flowchart of the systematic review process 
 
3.3 Data extracted 
The information extracted from each eligible paper included: 
1) Data: data types (e.g., event-driven and network-driven) and data characteristics (e.g., 
location determination methods, spatial and temporal accuracy) 
2) Pre-processing: outlier/noise removal, trip identification, and features and thresholds used 
for trip identification 
3) Mode detection: transport modes detected, additional data used (e.g., geodata of railway 
network), mode detection algorithms (e.g., rule-based methods, unsupervised and 
supervised methods), and attributes/features employed 
4) Validation/evaluation: ground truth data used, evaluation methods, and performance of 
mode detection methods 




4. Results  
This section summarizes the information extracted from the 22 eligible papers remaining after the 
systematic review process of Section 3. We particularly focus on the following aspects: data used 
and their characteristics, data pre-processing (data cleaning and segmentation), and transport 
model detection (algorithms and validation methods).  
 
4.1 Data and their characteristics 
As can be seen from Section 2, different types of mobile phone network data are recorded by 
telecommunication network operators. A summary of the data used in the eligible papers is 
presented in Table 1.  
 
Table 1 Summary of mobile phone network data used in the eligible studies 
Type of data Publications 
Event-driven data (n=7) Wang et al. (2010), Doyle et al. (2011), Wu et al. (2013), Qu et al. (2015), García 
et al. (2016), Kalatian and Shafahi (2016), Phithakkitnukoon et al. (2017) 
Network-driven data 
(n=15) 
Schlaich et al. (2010), Calabrese et al. (2011), Xu et al. (2011), Smoreda et al. 
(2013), Horn and Kern (2015), Larijani et al. (2015), Holleczek et al. (2015), 
Asgari (2016), Poonawala et al. (2016), Yamada et al. (2016), Danafar et al. 
(2017), Li et al. (2017), Hui et al. (2017), Hui (2017), Horn et al. (2017) 
 
As can be seen from Table 1, 15 out of the 22 studies (about 70%) used network-driven data, while 
the other 7 studies used event-driven data, particularly CDRs. In terms of location estimation, cell of 
origin method was often mentioned.  
 
Surprisingly, only three studies (Kalatian and Shafahi, 2016; Larijani et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2010) 
mentioned the characteristics of the data used, and reported that the location accuracy was around 
200-400m in urban areas. All the other studies did not mention the data characteristics, e.g., 
location accuracy and temporal frequency, as well as what kinds of network events (e.g., handovers) 
are included when network-driven data are used. A possible reason might be that most mobile 
network operators (i.e., data providers) do not disclose the details of their location estimation 
method, as well as the spatial extent of each cell. The missing information regarding location 
accuracy might also be due to the fact that there was no reference dataset (e.g., corresponding GPS 
data) available for comparison. 
 
4.2 Data cleaning 
Mobile phone network data are characterized by spatio-temporal uncertainties (Wang and Chen, 
2018), which require some data cleaning procedures before performing the follow-up data analysis. 
The data cleaning process typically consists of removing short or incomplete trajectories that only 
contain few data points, interpolation of missing data points (during long time gaps), and filtering of 
outliers and noise considering their temporal and spatial characteristics.  
 
In terms of temporal uncertainties, depending on the device usage pattern and mobility, the 
temporal distribution of location records can be irregular and heterogeneous. The average time 
interval between two consecutive records could be too long to capture a user’s movements that 
took place during the time gap. A common way to address this temporal issue is to filter out users 
with a low number of recorded events (Calabrese et al., 2013; Iovan et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2016). 
There are also efforts of using interpolation methods to recover missing data points between two 
consecutive records with a long time gap (Järv et al., 2017; Louail et al., 2014). 
 
From the spatial perspective, oscillation (aka ping-pong effect) is the most prominent phenomenon 
that brings noise and outliers to mobile phone network data. It occurs when the mobile device 
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switches its connection between multiple BTSs (typically within a short time interval) even though 
the device itself is not moving (Calabrese et al., 2011a; Iovan et al., 2013; Miao et al., 2016). This 
might be due to fluctuations in the received signal strength as well as load balancing policies of the 
network. The oscillation phenomenon generates a considerable number of records that do not 
reflect actual device movements (e.g., 30% in Lee and Hou (2006)). When triangulation/TA methods 
(instead of cell of origin) are used for location estimation, the fluctuations in the signal strength also 
have a strong impact on the data quality, leading to different estimates for the same location 
(Calabrese et al., 2011a; Wang and Chen, 2018).  
 
Three types of methods have been proposed to address the oscillation issue in mobile phone 
network data: pattern-based, speed-based, and hybrid methods. Pattern-based methods extract 
location sequences that exhibit specific switching patterns (e.g., L0-L1-L0-L1-L0, where L0 and L1 are IDs 
of cell towers) using heuristic rules, and label them as oscillation sequences (Bayir et al., 2010; Lee 
and Hou, 2006; Shad et al., 2012). These oscillation sequences are then removed. These methods 
often require the information about which cell towers the phone is connected to, particularly the ID 
of the cell tower. Meanwhile, these methods heavily rely on heuristic rules, which often have 
difficulties to detect complex oscillation cases and might lead to mistakenly removing actual travels. 
Based on the observation that oscillation usually leads to an incredibly high switching speed (e.g., 
500 km/h), speed-based methods identify an oscillation sequence if the switching speeds between 
location records within a time window exceed a given threshold (Horn et al., 2014; Iovan et al., 
2013). Some other information might be also used, such as heading changes. Hybrid methods 
combine pattern-based and speed-based methods to identify complex oscillation patterns and 
reduce the risk of mistakenly removing real trips (Wang and Chen, 2018; Wu et al., 2014). 
 
Table 2 summarizes the data cleaning methods reported in the eligible papers. Surprisingly, among 
the 22 papers, only 5 reported how they cleaned their data before other data analysis. These studies 
mainly focused on filtering of outliers and noise from the data, and none of them dealt with the 
issue of interpolating/recovering missing data points. Schlaich et al. (2010) and Li et al. (2017) 
applied pattern-based methods to address the oscillation issue, using several simple heuristic rules. 
These methods work with CoO location data, and can detect simple oscillation cases. However, they 
often fail to detect complex oscillation cases and sometimes mistakenly remove real trips, due to the 
difficulty of developing comprehensive heuristic rules. 
 
Considering temporal and spatial constraints, Kalatian and Shafahi (2016) aggregated a set of nearby 
cells that present fluctuations in the raw data as a cell cluster, and used a weighted center of the cell 
to replace these cells. Horn and Kern (2015) and Horn et al. (2017) employed a recursive look-ahead 
filter previously developed by Horn et al. (2014). First, the speed between two consecutive records 
Oi-1 and Oi is calculated and if this speed exceeds a threshold Vsupersonic (260 km/h in their case, which 
is twice the maximum speed limit of an Austrian highway), Oi is labelled as a potential outlier. The 
look-ahead portion of the filter then calculates the distance between Oi and Oi+1, Di, i+1, and the 
distance between Oi-1 and Oi+1, Di-1, i+1. If Di, i+1 is larger than Di-1, i+1, Oi is considered as the outlier and 
removed. Otherwise, Oi-1 is removed. 
 
Table 2 Summary of eligible papers reporting data cleaning methods (n=5) 
Publication Data type Location estimation Data cleaning method  
Schlaich et al. (2010) Network-driven Cell of Origin (CoO) Pattern-based  
Horn and Kern (2015) Network-driven Triangulation Speed-based  
Kalatian and Shafahi (2016) Event-driven (CDR) CoO Hybrid 
Horn et al. (2017) Network-driven Triangulation Speed-based 




It is important to note that none of the studies above has evaluated their data cleaning methods, 
probably due to a lack of reference dataset (e.g. corresponding GPS trajectories). As the recorded 
trajectory represents a movement in space, which is often restricted by the underlying geographic 
context (e.g., road network), map matching methods might be also employed to further improve the 
performance of data cleaning. Map matching is a very popular data cleaning method employed for 
GPS data processing (Newson and Krumm, 2009). 
 
4.3 Trip identification 
After cleaning the raw data, the next step of transport mode detection is to identify trips (more 
precisely, trip stages), each of which normally contains a single transport mode. This step is often 
called trip identification (TI) or segment identification. To achieve this, key places might be identified, 
and differentiated on whether these places are meaningful stops or the user is merely passing 
through them. The former, also known as stay locations, potentially represent start and end 
locations of a trip. A summary of the TI methods and the features employed in the eligible papers is 
shown in Table 3.  
 
Table 3 Summary of eligible papers reporting information about trip identification methods and the 
features employed (n=17) 
Publication Location 
estimation 
TI Method Features and thresholds used 
Schlaich et al. 
(2010) 
Cell of Origin 
(CoO) 
Rule-based method Stay duration at a location area LA, 
duration threshold (= 60 min) 
Yamada et al. 
(2016) 
CoO Rule-based method  Present frequency at a cell within a 
fixed time window, stay duration 
threshold (= 30 min), frequency 
ratio (= 0.5)  
Kalatian and Shafahi 
(2016) 
CoO Rule-based method Stay duration at a cell 
Wang et al. (2010) triangulation Spatio-temporal clustering Spatial and temporal distance 
between records, spatial threshold 
(= 1 km), time threshold  
Poonawala et al. 
(2016) 
? Spatio-temporal clustering Spatial and temporal distance 
between records, spatial threshold, 
time threshold 
Qu et al. (2015) ? Frequency-based method (for 
commuting trips) 
Present frequency at a census tract 
at specific time periods (8:00pm-
7:00am for home, 9:00am-5:00pm 
on weekdays for work location) 
Phithakkitnukoon et 
al. (2017) 
CoO Frequency-based method (for 
commuting trips) 
Present frequency at a cell at 
specific time periods (10:00pm-
7:00am for home, 9:00am-5:00pm 
on weekdays for work location) 
Doyle et al. (2011) CoO Georeferencing (for intercity 
trips) 
Geographic boundary of target 
cities 
Wu et al. (2013) CoO Georeferencing (for intercity 
trips) 
Geographic boundary of target 
cities 
Horn and Kern 
(2015) 
triangulation Georeferencing (for trips 
between train stations) 
Geographic location of target train 
stations, buffer size (= 1 km) 
Larijani et al. (2015) CoO Georeferencing (for trips 
between Voronoi cells) 
Geographic location of cell towers 
Holleczek et al. 
(2015) 
CoO Georeferencing (for trips 
between MRT/subway 
stations) 
List of indoor cell towers (which 
serve exclusively MRT passengers) 




Li et al. (2017) CoO Georeferencing (for trips 
between MRT stations) 
Geographic location of target MRT 
stations 
Hui et al. (2017) CoO Georeferencing (for intercity 
trips) 
Geographic boundary of target 
cities 
Hui (2017) CoO Georeferencing (for intercity 
trips) 
Geographic boundary of target 
cities 
Horn et al. (2017) triangulation Georeferencing (for trips 
between traffic analysis zones 
TAZs) 
Geographic boundary of TAZs, stay 
duration at a TAZ, duration 
threshold (= 60 min) 
 
As can be seen from Table 3, the methods used for trip identification in the eligible papers can be 
classified into the following types (with number of occurrences in brackets): rule-based methods 
(n=3), frequency-based methods (n=2), georeferencing (n=10), and spatio-temporal clustering (n=2). 
Georeferencing has been employed most often, followed by rule-based methods, and lastly 
frequency-based methods and spatio-temporal clustering. 
• Georeferencing (41% of the 22 eligible studies) makes use of the geographic data of the 
study area, and simply checks whether a raw trajectory intersects the geographic boundary 
(or a buffer) of a list of pre-defined spatial areas, such as cities, train stations, MRT/subway 
stations, and traffic analysis zones (TAZs). In the eligible papers, this approach has been 
applied for identification of intercity trips (Doyle et al., 2011; García et al., 2016; Hui et al., 
2017; Hui, 2017; Wu et al., 2013), trips between MRT stations (Holleczek et al., 2015; Li et al., 
2017), trips between train stations (Horn and Kern, 2015), and trips between TAZs (Horn et 
al., 2017). To ensure that an intersected spatial area is a stay location (instead of a pass-by 
location), Horn et al. (2017) further checked the duration of stay within the area against a 
given threshold (60 minutes). In general, georeferencing works well for cases when the trips 
only start and end from a list of pre-defined spatial areas. 
• Rule-based methods (14%) are built on the assumption that if a user remains a considerably 
longer time in a cell or LA, the user potentially starts or ends a trip in the respective cell or 
LA. A duration threshold (or similar) is also used. These rules are human-crafted or curated, 
mostly making use of common sense or prior knowledge. For example, Schlaich et al. (2010) 
suggested a 60-min rule in which, if the time period between a login and its corresponding 
logout of a visited LA is 60 minutes or more, then it is considered to be a stay location, and 
marks the end of a previous trip and the start of a new trip. Kalatian and Shafahi (2016) set 
the duration threshold according to the largest diameter of a cell. To deal with noise and 
outliers, Yamada et al. (2016) identified the BTS/cell which the user is connected to most 
frequently in a fixed time window, and checked whether the user’s stay period in this cell is 
longer than a threshold (30 minutes in their paper). If yes, a stay location is identified.  
• Frequency-based methods (9%) assume that the most visited cells are connected to 
important places in a person’s life. Very often, visiting frequencies within different time 
windows (e.g., nighttime, daytime) are computed to detect a person’s home or work 
location. Two of the eligible papers (Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2017; Qu et al., 2015) used 
these methods to identify commuting trips. Frequency-based methods work well for data 
with cell-level locational quality, and long observation periods (at least multiple days).   
• Spatio-temporal clustering (9%) tries to identify stay locations using both spatial and 
temporal constraints, addressing the noisy and raw nature of mobile phone network data. 
Typically, this approach first groups consecutive location points that are spatially close by 
measuring the distances between points and comparing them to a distance threshold. This 
step can be done using existing density-based clustering algorithms such as DBSCAN (Ester 
et al., 1996). In a second step, each cluster obtained is checked to see whether the time 
difference between the first and the last observation in the cluster exceeds a time threshold. 
If yes, the medoid, centroid or other weighted location of the cluster is computed and the 
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original points in the cluster are deleted. These medoids/centroids are then set as the start 
or end points of each trip. Two of the eligible papers (Poonawala et al., 2016; Wang et al., 
2010) used spatio-temporal clustering to identify trips. In general, this approach can detect 
stay locations despite noise and outliers presented in the dataset. However, the spatial and 
time thresholds should be carefully set.  
 
Table 4 compares the strengths and weaknesses of these methods, mainly regarding the following 
aspects: data types supported (cell-of-origin (CoO) location data, or location data estimated by 
triangulation/TA); whether data over a long period (at least multiple days) are needed; use of GIS 
data (e.g., geographic boundary of train stations); and resilience to noise and outliers. 
 
Table 4 Strengths and weaknessess of the trip identification methods employed 







Georeferencing CoO and 
triangulated 
No Yes Fair Works well when the trips 
between pre-defined areas  
Rule-based CoO No No Poor Requires heuristic rules 
Frequency-
based 
CoO Yes No Fair Often for identifying 
commuting trips 
ST clustering CoO and 
triangulated 
No No Good Often based on distance 
and time thresholds 
 
As can be seen from Table 4, georeferencing methods work well when the trips to be identified start 
and end in a list of pre-defined areas, e.g., trips between train/metro stations, and intercity trips. 
Frequency-based methods are often employed to identify frequent trips, e.g., home-work 
commuting trips. Compared to the other three types of methods, spatio-temporal clustering 
methods can much better deal with noise and outliers in the data, by considering both spatial and 
temporal constraints. Current studies employing spatio-temporal clustering for trip identification 
require to manually set values for the distance and time thresholds. However, they can also be 
automatically learned from the data by applying a model-based clustering method (Chen et al., 
2014). 
 
4.4 Transport mode detection 
Once trips are extracted, they are now ready to be analyzed to identify the trip modes. In order to 
do so, information on each trip is extracted as trip features/attributes, which are then used in a 
mode detection algorithm to assign the transport mode(s) to the trip. In this section, we summarize 
and analyze the mode detection methods used in the eligible papers, particularly focusing on the 
following aspects: transport modes to be detected, additional data used (e.g., geographic data or 
timetable of public transport), features/attributes employed in the mode detection algorithms, 
detection algorithms, spatial analysis techniques for measuring spatial proximity (if any), and 
datasets used for evaluation or validation (if any). Table 5 summarizes the results. 
 
4.4.1 Modes detected, additional data used, and attributes extracted  
Transport modes detected. The number of modes detected in the eligible papers ranged from 1 to 6, 
with 16 papers trying to differentiate between 2 or 3 modes. Train and car were the two most 
popular modes being detected. Many of the eligible papers focused on detecting modes of intercity 
trips (Doyle et al., 2011; García et al., 2016; Hui et al., 2017; Hui, 2017; Schlaich et al., 2010; Smoreda 
et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013), which seem to be easier to infer considering the low spatial and 
temporal resolution of mobile phone network data. Qu et al. (2015) and Phithakkitnukoon et al. 




Some of the eligible papers (Holleczek et al., 2015; Horn and Kern, 2015; Li et al., 2017; Wu et al., 
2013) focused on easy-to-detect modes (e.g., metro, train or plane), while ignoring those difficult to 
infer (e.g., bike, bus, tram). There were also many studies aggregating different modes into more 
general groups, such as public transport versus private transport (Horn et al., 2017; 
Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2017; Qu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2010), air versus ground (Hui et al., 2017; 
Hui, 2017), moving versus stationary (Calabrese et al., 2011a), and rail versus road (Asgari, 2016; 
Doyle et al., 2011). The use of more general mode groups is mainly due to the low spatial and 
temporal resolution of mobile phone network data. Danafer et al. (2017) is the only study trying to 
differentiate 6 different modes: car, bus, tram, train, cycling and walking. However, no accuracy of 
their proposed detection algorithm has been reported.  
 
Additional data use. Regarding the use of additional data (beyond the trip data whose modes are to 
be inferred), 16 out of the 22 eligible papers made use of the geographic data of the underlying 
transport networks (e.g., railway, metro network), road networks, or airports. This matches our 
expectation, as humans and particularly vehicles are chiefly bound to moving in a geographic 
network. Yamada et al. (2016) and Horn et al. (2017) further considered train timetables/schedules 
to improve the performance of their mode detection algorithms.  
 
Attributes/features extracted. In terms of the attributes/features used in the mode detection 
algorithms, “proximity to network” was the most popular one, especially for the papers making use 
of geographic data. For more details on how this feature was computed and used, please refer to 
Section 4.4.3. In addition to “proximity to network”, the following trip level attributes were often 
employed: trip duration (i.e., time gap between the first and last data points), trip distance (i.e., 
distance covered by all data points) and trip speed (mean and standard deviation).  
 
4.4.2 Transport mode detection algorithms 
As can be seen from Table 5, the mode detection algorithms proposed in the eligible papers can be 
classified into three groups: rule-based heuristics (RBH), clustering (unsupervised machine learning), 
and statistical analysis. Among them, RBH has been employed in most of the eligible papers. 
 
Rule-base heuristics (RBH). Methods using RBH often involve human-crafted or curated rule sets, 
mostly making use of prior knowledge (common sense or expert knowledge). These rules either 
compare features/attributes extracted to pre-defined thresholds (e.g., if the average speed of a trip 
is bigger than 300 km/h, it is likely a plane trip), or give preferences to the one with the best “match” 
(e.g., if a trip is closer to the railway network than that to the road network, it is more likely a train 
trip). For example, Hui et al. (2017) employed two simple rules for inferring modes of trips between 
two cities in Canada: 1) If trip duration is between 0.5-1.5h, assign as an air trip; 2) if trip duration is 
between 2-6 h, assign as a ground trip. A relatively more comprehensive RBH example can be found 
in Qu et al. (2015). They detected transport modes from CDR data using an RBH method that 
combines trip speed, trip distance, proximity to public transport network, and a logit model. The 
rules employed were: 1) If travel speed of a trip is higher than 15 km/h, and no subway or bus 
stations are within 500 meters of its origin or destination, the trip is assigned a car mode; 2) if trip 
speed is lower than 8 km/h, and trip distance is 0 to 3 km, the trip is assigned a waking mode; 3) all 
other cases are determined by a logit model, which predicts an individual’s choice based on utility or 
attractiveness of a particular mode. 
 
18 out of the 22 eligible papers employed RBH to detect transport modes of trips. Hui et al. (2017) 
and Calabrese et al. (2011a) simply used attributes such as trip duration or trip speed. All the other 
RBH methods considered spatial proximity to public transport network or road network in their rules. 
Among them, six papers only employed spatial proximity for mode detection (Doyle et al., 2011; 
Holleczek et al., 2015; Horn and Kern, 2015; Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2017; Poonawala et al., 2016; 
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Wu et al., 2013), which were mostly for intercity trips or trips between metro/MRT/train stations. 
The other 10 papers additionally considered other trip-related attributes, such as trip speed 
(Danafar et al., 2017; Larijani et al., 2015; Smoreda et al., 2013; Yamada et al., 2016), trip distance 
(Asgari, 2016; Qu et al., 2015), trip duration (García et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Schlaich et al., 2010), 
and temporal overlap with timetables of public transport (Horn et al., 2017; Yamada et al., 2016). 
 
Different from the other studies that employed RBH, Calabrese et al. (2011a) learned the trip speed 
threshold from labeled data, instead of setting the threshold based on common sense or prior 
knowledge. 
 
Clustering (unsupervised machine learning). Clustering methods, particularly k-means and 
hierarchical agglomerative clustering, were employed in 3 of the eligible papers for transport mode 
detection. These methods group “unlabeled” data (i.e., trips without their modes assigned) into 
different clusters, based on key features/attributes of the data (e.g., duration and travel speed of 
each trip). The mode of the trips in each cluster is then assigned by analyzing the characteristics of 
its centroid or mediod, making use of common sense, prior knowledge, or other data sources (e.g., 
travel time obtained from Google Maps).  
 
Wang et al. (2010) is the first study in this class. They used the k-means method to cluster trips 
based on their duration. The method partitioned all the trips into two separate clusters 
corresponding to the modes of interest, namely private (driving) and public transport. The cluster 
with a lower average trip duration (and similar to driving time reported by Google Maps) was 
assigned driving, and vice versa. Kalatian and Shafahi (2016) presented another k-means 
classification, which instead used trip speed. They differentiated between walking, private car and 
bus modes. Instead of using k-means, Hui (2017) employed a hierarchical agglomerative clustering 
method to cluster trips based on their duration. The optimal number of clusters was determined by 
applying the R package NbClust (Charrad et al., 2014) and considering the modes of interest. The 
clusters were then assigned corresponding modes by checking the average trip duration of each 
cluster. 
 
Statistical analysis. Xu et al. (2011) developed a probabilistic method for inferring the transport 
modes driving, biking and walking. Their aim was to infer the mostly likely mode sequence, given the 
current trip and some historical data of relevant trips. The proposed method consisted of a Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM) with two sub-models for different traffic conditions. The authors used speed 
distribution law to detect transport modes under the normal state, in which the parameters (speeds 
of biking and walking) were learned from the (labeled) training set. For the congested condition, 
Cumulative Prospect Theory was used to improve the performance of mode detection. 
 
Comparing these three groups of mode detection algorithms, we can see that RBH methods rely on 
the existence of some prior understanding of the transportation modes to be detected, at least in 
the form of common sense rules. Together with data about the geographic environment (i.e., 
geodata), they work well for detecting trips along railways (e.g., train, commuter train, metro). They 
also work well for differentiating trips whose modes present significantly different characteristics, 
e.g., air versus ground. The difficulty here is to develop proper rules as well as finding appropriate 
threshold values, particularly with modes that exhibit high intra-class variation, leading to overlaps 
between classes. Clustering methods try to separate all trips into different groups, and therefore 
require the availability of other trips (in addition to the current one whose mode is to be detected). 
Meanwhile, assigning modes to the resulting clusters is often done manually (i.e., by human 
interpretation), and might not be an easy task if differences between clusters are very small, or do 




4.4.3 Spatial analysis techniques for measuring spatial proximity 
As mentioned before, spatial proximity to public transport and the road network as well as other 
spatial objects was the most popular feature employed for transport mode detection in the eligible 
papers. The assumption is that if a certain transport means was used, the recorded trajectory is 
spatially more “proximate” to its underlying network than to the other network, e.g., the average 
distance is shorter. In the following, we analyze how geographic data were used to measure spatial 
proximity in the eligible papers. Three groups of methods can be differentiated: methods based on 
Euclidean distance to network (n=6), methods based on connection to specific cell towers (n=7), and 
map matching (n=3). 
 
The first group of methods computes a trip’s (Euclidean) distance to the underlying networks or 
stations (Horn et al., 2017; Horn and Kern, 2015; Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2017; Qu et al., 2015; 
Smoreda et al., 2013; Yamada et al., 2016). For example, Horn et al. (2017) assigned a trip with the 
mode whose underlying network has a shorter average distance to the trip. Qu et al. (2015) checked 
whether the origin or destination of a trip is within a 500 m buffer of a subway or bus station. They 
simply used the results to differentiate between car mode and public transport. 
 
The second group of methods checks whether a trip (i.e., a trajectory) has more connections to 
specific cell towers, e.g., along the railway or highway network, respectively. This group is often used 
with CoO based location data, and often requires the availability of cell tower locations. A common 
approach in this group consists of two steps: 1) Identify a set of cell towers for each mode of interest 
(e.g., cell towers along a railway network for train mode), by checking whether the underlying 
network crosses the coverage of a cell tower; 2) check which set has more overlap with the trip 
trajectory, and assign the transport mode accordingly. Very often, the coverage of a cell tower used 
in the first step was approximated by a Voronoi polygon (Doyle et al., 2011; García et al., 2016; Wu 
et al., 2013). Larijani et al. (2015) and Holleczek et al. (2015) made use of their specific network 
setting to identify a set of cell towers for Step 1. In their studies using data from Paris and Singapore, 
dedicated cell towers that exclusively serve metro or MRT users had been installed by mobile 
network operators. Therefore, they checked whether a trip has records linked to these dedicated 
cell towers to identify metro or MRT modes. 
 
The third group of methods uses map matching techniques to map a trip to the underlying network. 
Two different map matching techniques have been applied: Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Asgari, 
2016; Poonawala et al., 2016), and Bayesian inference (Danafar et al., 2017). For example, Asgari 
(2016) applied HMM-based map matching to find a likely road path and a likely rail path for the 
original trip trajectory, and checked which of the two paths has a better match with the original 
trajectory. 
 
4.4.4 Evaluation and validation of mode detection methods 
Surprisingly, 10 out of the 22 eligible papers did not report how the proposed mode detection 
methods are evaluated or validated. Several of the papers employed mode share statistics data from 
official sources or self-reports for validation (García et al., 2016; Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2017; Qu et 
al., 2015; Wang et al., 2010). They mainly compared the difference between the percentage of trips 
in each mode obtained from the mobile phone network data, with the percentage from mode share 
statistics. Hui et al. (2017) and Hui (2017) validated their methods by checking whether the 
extracted air-travel trips matched with flight routes. There were also studies validating their 
methods with aggregated data obtained from manual counting (Holleczek et al., 2015) or data 
sources such as farecard data (Poonawala et al., 2016). 
 
Compared to the above studies, which used aggregated data for evaluation or validation, there were 
four papers evaluating their methods with individual ground truth data, either simulated (Yamada et 
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al., 2016), or labeled by users (Asgari, 2016; Li et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2011). For example, Yamada et 
al. (2016) used a dataset simulated using the Scenargie software (https://www.spacetime-eng.com). 
For train mode, they found a recall over 0.9 in trips with more than 15 location records, and a 
precision of 0.9 for all cases. For car mode, the average precision and recall were 0.7 and 0.75, 
respectively. Xu et al. (2011) evaluated their method with 500 mode sequences labeled by individual 
users, and used 80 % of the data for training and the other 20 % for testing. They found F1 values of 
0.89-0.93, depending on the parameters of the proposed method. Asgari (2016) evaluated their 
method with data labeled by users, and found a F1 value of 0.83 when differentiating road from rail 
mode. Li et al. (2017) used a labeled dataset consisting of 7 days data of 10 users to evaluate their 
method, which detected MRT trips. They defined the precision of a detected trip as the ratio of the 
number of correctly detected stations and the total number of stations in the detected trip, and 
recall of a real trip as the ratio of the number of correctly detected stations and the total number of 
stations in the real trip. The reported average precision, recall and F1 values were around 0.64-0.91, 
0.74-0.81, and 0.72-0.83, respectively, depending on the parameters.  
 
In summary, due to the small number of studies that reported how well their proposed methods 
were able to detect modes of individual trips, as well as the lack of a “benchmark” labeled dataset 
and standardized evaluation procedure, it is difficult to draw conclusions regarding which mode 




Table 5 Summary of transport mode detection methods and extracted attributes in the eligible papers 
 






Rule-based Heuristics RBH (based on prior knowledge) (n=18)  
Hui et al. (2017) 
 
Intercity modes: plane, 
ground 
- Trip duration n/a RBH (rule-based 
heuristics) 
Flight data 
Calabrese et al. 
(2011a) 
Moving (fast mode), 
stationary/walking 






Smoreda et al. 
(2013) 
Intercity modes: plane, 
train, car 
Geodata of railway and road 
network, and airports 







Horn and Kern 
(2015) 







Qu et al. (2015) 
 
Commuting modes: 
private car, public 
transport, walking 
Geodata of transport and road 
network 
Trip speed, proximity to 







Yamada et al. 
(2016) 
Train, car Geodata of railway and road 
network, train timetable  
Proximity to network 







Horn et al. (2017) train, private transport 
(cars/bikes) 
Geodata of railway and road 
network, train timetable 
Proximity to network 












Routes obtained from Google 
Maps 








Schlaich et al. 
(2010) 
 
Intercity modes: cars, 
trucks (slow cars), 
other (w/ stops) 
Geodata of road network Proximity to network, 
trip duration 
Connection to 




Doyle et al. (2011) 
 
Intercity modes: train 
(railway), car (road) 
Geodata of railway and road 
network  
Proximity to network  
 
Connection to 




Wu et al. (2013) Intercity modes: car 
(highway) 
Geodata of highway network  Proximity to highway  
 
Connection to 






Holleczek et al. 
(2015) 
Mass Rapid Transit 
MRT (metro) 
Geodata of MRT network, a list of 
dedicated MRT cell towers  
Proximity to network  Connection to 





Larijani et al. (2015) Metro, commuter 
train, car 
Geodata of transport network, a 
list of dedicated metro cell towers 
(exclusively serving metro) 
Proximity to network, 
trip speed 
Connection to 




García et al. (2016) 
 
Intercity modes: train, 
plane, road (e.g., car) 
Geodata of transport network and 
road network 
Proximity to network, 
trip duration 
Connection to 





Li et al. (2017) Mass Rapid Transit 
MRT 
Geodata of MRT network, travel 
time between MRT stations 
Proximity to network, 
trip duration 
Connection to 





Asgari (2016) Rail(train/metro/tram), 
road 
Geodata of transport network and 
road network 
Trip distance, proximity 
to network 




Poonawala et al. 
(2016) 




Danafar et al. 
(2017) 
Car, bus, tram, train, 
cycling, walking 
Geodata of transport network and 
road network 
Trip speed, proximity to 
shortest routes 
Map matching RBH (rule-based 
heuristics) 
n/a 
Clustering (unsupervised machine learning) (n=3) 
Wang et al. (2010) Public transport, 
private car 
Travel time obtained from Google 
Maps 
Trip duration n/a k-means Mode share 
statistics  
Kalatian and Shafahi 
(2016) 
Walking, private car, 
bus 





Intercity modes: plane, 
ground w/o stop, 
ground w/ stop 




Statistical analysis (n=1) 












Summarizing the above analysis of the eligible studies of this systematic review, we can see that:  
1) Network-driven data have been used more often for transport mode detection, with about 70% of 
the studies employing them. However, there is not clear trend regarding which type was preferred 
overtime. Moreover, the reviewed studies seldom reported the characteristics of the data, such as 
the location accuracy and temporal frequency, probably due to a lack of reference dataset (e.g., 
corresponding GPS data) available for comparison. 
2) Only a few studies reported how they cleaned their data, especially regarding the oscillation issue; 
Three types of data cleaning methods have been employed to remove oscillation: pattern-based, 
speed-based and hybrid. 
3) In terms of trip identification, existing studies employed four types of approaches: rule-based, 
frequency-based, georeferencing, and spatio-temporal clustering. Among them, georerferencing, 
which makes use of the geographic data of the study area, has been employed in most of the studies.  
4) Most of the studies focused on easy-to-detect modes (e.g., metro, train or plane), and ignore 
those difficult to infer (e.g., bike, bus tram). Due to the low spatial and temporal resolution of mobile 
phone network data, many studies aggregated fine-grained modes into more general groups, e.g., 
public versus private transport, air versus ground. Three groups of transport mode detection 
algorithms were employed in the studies: rule-based heuristics (RBH), (unsupervised) clustering, and 
statistical analysis (using a hidden Markov model). Among them, RBH was the most popular one, 
used in 80% of the studies.  
5) “Spatial proximity to network” was the most popular feature used for transport mode detection, 
requiring the use of auxiliary geodata. To measure spatial proximity, methods based on Euclidean 
distance to network, methods based on connection to specific cell towers, and map matching 
methods were developed.  
6) Due to the lack of ground truth data, existing studies either did not validate their results, or simply 
validated their proposed methods with aggregated data such as mode share statistics.  
 
5.2 Comparison with GPS-based transport mode detection  
Several main differences can be seen by comparing the state-of-the-art of transport mode detection 
based on GPS data and other smartphone sensor data (Prelipcean et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2016), and 
mobile phone network data. Firstly, the transport modes detected from GPS data (and other sensor 
data such as accelerometer data) tend to be more fine-grained, while  - as mentioned in Section 5.2 - 
studies using mobile phone network data mainly focused on coarse-grained modes (e.g., rail versus 
road, public versus private transport) or easy-to-detect modes (e.g., metro, and train, which follow 
dedicated network). Secondly, supervised machine learning ML methods (e.g., Random Forest, 
Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine, and (Deep) Neural Networks) (Bantis and Haworth, 2017; 
Dabiri and Heaslip, 2018; Prelipcean et al., 2016) and fuzzy logic-based methods (Schuessler and 
Axhausen, 2009), which are very popular in GPS-based transport mode detection, have not yet been 
considered for mode detection with mobile phone network data. This absence of ML methods is 
mainly due to the lack of labelled data. Thirdly, more features beyond “proximity to network”, such 
as accelerations, direction changes (turning angle), and percentile (instead of pure mean) of the 
extracted attributes, have been employed for GPS-based mode detection. Lastly, most of the studies 
on transport mode detection with mobile phone network data did not evaluate how well their 
proposed methods were able to detect modes of individual trips, which is actually a “default action” in 




5.3 Research gaps 
From the above state-of-the-art analysis, we can see that while substantial amount of efforts have 
been spent on transport mode detection using mobile phone network data, there is no commonly 
accepted approach. Several major research gaps can be identified. 
• Data cleaning: Currently, only few simple methods have been proposed to remove noise or 
outliers prior to the actual mode detection process. Moreover, evaluation of these methods 
is still missing. Considering the noisy and temporally infrequent/irregular nature of mobile 
phone network data, the challenge in data cleaning is still how noise/outliers can be 
detected and removed, without mistakenly removing the actual trip points. Methods of 
signal processing, such as Kalman filtering, may be employed. Map matching, which is often 
used in GPS data cleaning, might also be an interesting technique to be comprehensively 
considered. Information about the mobile network (e.g., location and spatial coverage of 
antennas) should also be considered during the data cleaning process. At the same time, 
reference datasets (e.g., GPS trajectories or detailed travel surveys) should be collected 
concurrently to evaluate the performance of the data cleaning methods proposed.  
• Mode detection algorithms: Existing mode detection algorithms are mostly developed to 
identify easy-to-detect modes, or more general mode groups (e.g., rail versus road, moving 
versus stationary). Rule-based methods and unsupervised clustering methods are often 
employed. The challenge here is in developing algorithms that are able to differentiate more 
modes, especially those presenting similar speed profiles and following a same network. 
Supervised machine learning methods (both generative and discriminative) and fuzzy logic 
based methods, as shown to be effective for GPS-based mode detection, might be worth 
investigating (but require large amount of accurately labeled ground truth data). Methods 
applied in activity detection from smartphone sensor data or mobile phone network data 
might also give some hints on this issue, especially on the use of land use data or other 
auxiliary data (e.g., other sensor data than GPS, traditional travel surveys) to improve the 
detection results (Diao et al., 2016; Widhalm et al., 2015).   
Furthermore, considering that many applications making use of transport mode detection 
(e.g., traffic monitoring, disaster management, and event management) require real-time or 
near real-time results, it is also important to develop real-time mode detection algorithms, 
making use of the streaming location data.  
• “Benchmark” datasets and framework/metrics for evaluation: Due to the lack of ground 
truth data, that is, trips labelled with their modes, most existing studies either did not report 
the evaluation/validation, or simply validated their proposed methods with aggregated data 
such as mode share statistics or farecard data. Validation with aggregated data provides only 
a relatively general impression on the method performance, and may be used as a “partial” 
evaluation when individually labeled datasets are not available. However, it is important to 
note that it cannot provide insights on how well the proposed methods are able to detect 
transport modes of individual trips. To advance the state-of-the-art of transport mode 
detection with mobile phone network data, it is thus vitally important to develop a 
collection of publicly available “benchmark” datasets, allowing different researchers to 
evaluate and compare their methods. This is very challenging due to the need of ensuring 
the “benchmark” datasets covering different transport modes and contexts, the resulting 
magnitude of data collection, and the legal efforts behind making such datasets available 
(particularly regarding the preservation of privacy). However, this may be possible, 
considering that many mobile network operators are now very interested in exploring the 
multiple usage of mobile phone network data in response to diminishing returns in their 
traditional business areas. Meanwhile, in addition to “benchmark” datasets, it is also 
important to develop “benchmark” evaluation frameworks and performance metrics that 
are robust and generally accepted by the scientific community. 
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• Privacy: Mobile phone network data often consist of sensitive location information, which 
raises privacy concerns. Currently, to address this issue, mobile phone network data are 
often anonymized before the data analysis process. However, as shown in de Montjoye et al. 
(2013), knowing four spatio-temporal points allows to uniquely re-identify a particular user 
with 95% probability. Therefore, sophisticated techniques that are compatible with 
regulations or laws (e.g., the General Data Protection Regulation in the EU) should be 
developed to protect the privacy of individuals. There are several initial studies addressing 
this issue (Blondel et al., 2015), such as re-generating random identifiers at regular time 
intervals (e.g., every 24 hours), k-anonymity, and location obfuscation. However, since these 
existing methods tend to downgrade the data quality, it is important to investigate how they 
impact transport mode detection. 
• Biases of the data: Some key biases can be identified for mobile phone network data, mainly 
due to the lack of sociodemographic details of the subscribers (due to privacy issues), and 
the uneven distribution of mobile phone ownership, of cell towers in space, and of people’s 
phone usage in space and time. For example, mobile phone ownership and usage are 
skewed due to social-economic, cultural, and demographic factors. There are also many 
people owning more than one phone. Similarly, people might use their phones more often 
at certain places and during certain time periods. Some of these biases, especially the 
distribution of cell towers in space, and people’s phone usage in space and time, should be 
considered when developing algorithms for transport mode detection. However, all these 
biases have significant impacts on the further applications making use of mode detection. 
This is also closely linked to the more general question regarding the significance of 
information extracted from mobile phone network data. Theoretical and empirical analysis 
of different influencing factors should be pursued to address the issues brought by these 
biases. To give a more comprehensive picture on people’s travel behaviors to support 
various transportation applications, it is also important to integrate mobile phone network 
data together with other travel survey data, such as those from traditional travel surveys, 
automated fare collection systems, smartphone sensor data, and even geo-social media data 
(e.g., (Alexander et al., 2015)). 
 
6. Conclusion  
This paper presented an in-depth, systematic review of methods used for transport mode detection 
with mobile phone network data. The analysis of state-of-the-art focused on the following aspects: 
mobile phone data used and their characteristics, data pre-processing (data cleaning and trip 
identification), and mode detection (algorithms, features used, and evaluation). 
 
From the review, we can draw the conclusion that research on transport mode detection using 
mobile phone network data is still at an early stage. Existing studies mainly focused on identifying 
easy-to-detect modes, or modes aggregated into more general groups (e.g., public versus private 
transport). Many of them developed simple rule-based methods for mode detection, making use of 
geographic data of the study area. Meanwhile, due to the lack of ground truth data, evaluation of 
the proposed methods was seldom done and reported. 
 
Considering the advantages of using mobile phone network data for mobility studies as well as the 
improvement of the data quality that took place, and will continue to take place as a consequence of 
advances in mobile telecommunication technology (from 3G to 4G to 5G), we trust that research on 
this topic will gain significant interests in the coming years. To advance the state-of-the-art, 
substantial research efforts are still needed, particularly in: 1) developing robust data cleaning 
methods to detect and remove noise/outliers, without mistakenly removing the actual trip points; 2) 
developing (real-time) algorithms that are able to differentiate fine-grained modes, especially those 
presenting similar speed profiles and following the same network; 3) providing “benchmark” 
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datasets and framework/metrics to allow comparison of different mode detection methods; and 4) 
investigating the issues of privacy and data biases. By sufficiently addressing the above aspects, we 
will be able to improve transport mode detection at the population scale and thus contribute to 
better understanding how whole populations move around in space over time. 
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